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One industry that will always witness a boom is of course telecom. India is already deemed as the
fastest growing market for this industry. And with less that 20 percent of the people using wireless
telecommunication, its scope in the future is vast. It is no exaggeration to say that it is one of the
drivers of growth and development. National and international business would not have flourished at
the pace it is flourishing had there been no telecommunication facility. No wonder the vast colossus
earth has turned into a tiny global village. The future of communications is beyond the imagination!

â€˜Free phone callâ€™ was almost an obsolete phrase when mobile phones were first introduced in the
market. Today, this phrase is the catchphrase amongst network providers and subscribers alike.
Yes, subscribers look for phone recharge plans that facilitate free phone call against a lump sum
denomination. If the per second call charge is calculated, such a recharge option should come with
several minutes of extra talk time compared to the general plans. If there is no difference it would
make no sense as to why subscribers should go for such free phone call recharges.

If you explore the market for phone recharge options for the free phone call facility, you will come
across dedicated local plans, STD plans, and ISD plans. Yes, under such a plan even international
call rate gets reduced to as low as 1 paisa per second! Donâ€™t you gain a competitive advantage?
Staying updated with the latest local phone recharge options introduced, you can always stay
connected with people who matter to you without worrying about your budget. In todayâ€™s hectic life
schedule, people hardly get time to meet. Friends and relatives get scattered around the country
and overseas. It is the mobile phone that retains the bond even if face to face meeting does not
happen for years. The social being in you, the satisfaction, the bliss comes alive when you stay
social, i.e. maintain an enduring relationship with all who matter to you. So worry not about
international call rate; get the right phone recharge plan. Worry not about STD and local call rates.
Choose tariff plans that let you make free phone call.  

What are the local tariff plans with denominations available in the market - plans that let you make
free phone call? igain-17, igain-26, igain-33, igain-37, igain-46, igain-99, igain-22, igain-38, igain-
197, igain-198, igain-550, igain-551 â€“ the list of local call plans just goes on. Then there are combo
plans such as igain-153 that facilitates you to make 400 minutes of local and STD calls for free.
Kickstart 551 lets you enjoy 1,20,000 seconds of free phone call to the same operator and 42,000 to
other operators. There are lot more options to explore. When we speak about international call rate,
it is 1p/sec to Canada, US, UK, China, Hong Kong and Singapore, 4p/sec to Thailand and Malaysia,
and so on. Whether you get igain-18 or igain-111, you enjoy the same low-cost international call
rate.
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 and free phone call.
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